
When white light is passed 
through a prism it produces a 

Continuous spectrum.!



•  
When a sample of hydrogen in an  
electric current is passed through a 

prism it"
Produces an Emission Line spectrum.!



Fireworks!

•  It is very common for fireworks to contain aluminum, 
iron, steel, zinc or magnesium dust in order to create 
bright, shimmering sparks. The metal flakes heat up 
until they are incandescent and shine brightly or, at a 
high enough temperature, actually burn. A variety of 
chemicals can be added to create colors.!



When electrons gain energy they become excited and 
jump to a higher energy level.  This is a temporay 

state and they jump back down again releasing 
energy!



Bohr’s theory to explain the 
spectrum of  Hydrogen!

• 1. " Hydrogen’s electron has a 
quantized amount of energy.  This 
electron can be found in energy levels."

• 2. "If the electron is given energy it will 
jump from its ground state (n=1) to a 
higher energy level.  "

• 3. "When the electron falls back down 
again it will emit energy in the form of 
UV, Visible and IR light. "



What is happening to an
 energised electron of hydrogen!



The Paschen(IR), Balmer(visible,
 Lyman series(UV)!



AAS!



AAS!

•  Atoms can emit light but they can also
 absorb light.!

•  If white light is passed through a gaseous
 sample of an element the light comes out
 with certain wavelengths missing.!

•  About 70 elements can be detected this way
 as each element has a different atomic
 absorption spectrum.!



Uses of Absorption atomic
 spectroscopy!

•  Used to detect heavy metals in water
 samples!

•  Each metal absorbs light at different
 frequencies so a unique spectrum exists for
 most elements on the periodic table!



Energy levels and sub levels!



Heisenberg!



Atomic orbitals and energy sub-
levels!

•  Heisenberg !
•  impossible to determine the velocity and location of an electron 

at any given time in an atom of an element!
•  Schrodinger !
•  probability of finding an electron of a particular energy at 

various points in space.  !
•  Atomic orbitals !
•  regions in space where the probability of finding an electron of 

a particular energy is relatively high.!
•  Paulis exclusion Principle!
•  Any orbital can only hold a max of two electrons and they must 

have opposite spin.!
•  Sublevel!
•  Group of orbitals which have the same energy.!



Making orbitals!

•  Make a 1s orbital!
•  Make a 2s orbital!
•  Make a 2px, 2py and 2pz orbital using 

balloons!



Questions!
•  What is the difference between an energy level and a 

sublevel?!
•  What is the difference between a sub-level and an orbital?!
•  How many electrons can fit in !
•  n=1!
•  n=2!
•  n=3!
•  Clue –remember  2n2!



Questions!

•  How many sublevels in:!
•  n=1!
•  n=2!
•  n=3!
•  n=4!
•  Do you see a pattern?!



Aufbau principle"
In an atoms ground state, the electrons occupy 

the lowest available energy level first!
•  S sublevel holds holds 1 orbital with 2 

electrons!
•  P sublevel holds 3  orbitals with 6 electrons!
•  D sublevel holds 5 orbitals with 10 

electrons!



Electronic configurations using peas and
 chart!

Element! Configuration!
Lithium!
Carbon!
Neon!
Sodium!
Chlorine!
Argon!
Calcium!
Ca2+!

Na+!

Al3+!



Electronic configurations using
 peas and chart!

Element! Configuration!
Sc!
Ti!
V!
Cr!
Mn!
Fe!
Co!
Ni!
Cu!



Electronic configurations of
 transition metal ions!

Element/ion! configuration!

Fe!

Fe+!

Fe2+!



Electronic configurations of p
-block elements!

Element!
Boron!
Carbon!
Nitrogen!
oxygen!
Fluorine!
Neon!
Aluminium!
Silicon!
Phosphorous!
Sulphur!
Chlorine!
Argon!


